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1.1. Free Software 

1.1.1. Free Software definition 

   CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Free software is such a software that can be modified, freely used, and redistributed 

with only one of the restriction. Any redistributed code edition shall be licensed under the 

original terms of free use, modification, and distribution known as the copyleft. 

The definition of free software is stipulated as part of the GNU Project and by the free 

software foundation. The "FREE" refers to the ability to reuse the software, modified or 

unmodified, as part of another software package. Users of free software may also have the 

access to study the source code so that they can modify the software for their requirements. 

―Free software‖ defined as software that give freedom and community to the users. It 

says that the users have the freedom to run, copy, distribute, study, change and improve the 

software.Free software is a mainly of liberty, and not about price. We  call it ―libresoftware,‖ 

getting the name from French or Spanish word for free as in freedom, to show that the software 

is free and without any charge for the software. 

The best example of free software is Linux an operating system that is proposed as an 

alternative to windows or other proprietary operating systems. Debian is an example of a 

distributor of a Linux package. 

                    

1.1.2. Four essential freedoms 

In free softwares there are four essential freedoms for the users to use them. In any  condition, 

the above freedom will apply to all the users who are using the free softwares or and will apply 

to the others also. For example, consider a work A which leads to use work B to handle some 

of the cases to pass.If we start work A to give copies or distribute to others definetly the users 

need to use work B ,so to avoid these type of conflicts.we made the changes to the work A,so 

that there will be no use of work B for the users to use. 

―Free  software‖  may  not  be  free    at  the  time  it  may  be  for  non-commerical 

also.Free software may be for commerical use,development & distribution.And developmnt of 

free software is no longer unusual and it may be usual for some time,these(free commerical) 

are very important.And already you may paid to get copies of required  softwares for use,may 

be you get them for free.But they are always free to change them as required by the user. 
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1.2. Git- version control 

Version control systems are a category of software tools that help a software team 

manage changes to source code over the time. Version control software keeps track of each and 

every modification to the code in a special kind of database. If a mistake is made, developers 

can turn back the clock and compare earlier versions of the code to help fix the mistake with 

out making distrubtance to all team members. 

Version control enables groups to take care of these sorts of issues, following each 

individual change by every patron and keeping simultaneous work from clashing. Changes 

made in one a player in the product can be contrary with those made by another designer 

working in the meantime. This issue ought to be found and tackled in a systematic way without 

obstructing crafted by whatever is left of the group. Further, in all product improvement, any 

change can present new bugs alone and new programming can't be trusted until the point when 

it's tried. So testing and improvement continue together until the point when another version is 

prepared. 

 
1.2.1 Gitlab 

Gitlab is a web-based repository manager providing issue-tracking, wiki, and ci/cd 

pipeline features using open-source license, developed by gitlab inc. The code was intially 

written in ruby ,with some parts later written in go language, intially as a source code 

management solution to collaborate on software development. It later evolved to an integrated 

solution covering the software development life cycle, and the whole devops life cycle. It 

follows an open core development model where the core functionality is released under an open 

source license while additional functionality is under proprietary license. 

 
1.3 NECESSITY OF DIGITAL EDUACTION 

The down to earth means can make more intrigue instead of hypothetical one.there are 

numerous reasons that required viable information as it doesn't require robbing up, Knowledge 

holds in a single's psyche, Develops a superior Understanding, Includes practice, Improves 

aptitudes, Involves application and manages genuine circumstances and progressively over It 

is all the more fascinating. Viable information can frequently prompt a more profound 

comprehension of an idea through the demonstration of doing and individual 
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experience. Finding out about actualities and speculations are not by any means of any 

utilization except if you know about their application, in actuality, circumstance. So except if 

you are applying your hypothetical information to genuine circumstances through down to 

earth tests hypothesis doesn't hold much good and you will continue pondering that why you 

are concentrating that specific subject and while doing it for all intents and purposes, it tends 

to be in type of investigations, genuine activities or instructive excursions, the learning and the 

entire learning background remains in our psyche for long. 

 
1.4 BALASWECHA 

Now a days the prospectus of our essential understudies is very overwhelming. A 

little offspring of elementary school needs to peruse countless books were written in a manner 

that doesn't make enthusiasm for youthful personalities. This makes youngsters free viable 

learning and can't focus on their examinations . so as to keep up equalization in education, there 

ought to be no absence of hypothetical practise.so present day instructive framework can't adapt 

to constant situations. A work should be possible when it seems to be simple . this happens just 

when it is justifiable. In order to make it understandable functional methods ought to be 

executed. 

1.5  COPYLEFT 
 

 
 

There are different reasons and kinds of rules for free software to distribute and to 

accept. when the four free freedoms are compatible with the software then it is ready to 

distribute and to accept for the users to use.For example,Copy left is the rule for redistributing 

the softwares or any other copies you cannot any any types of rules or conditions for the user 

to use them. 

 

In any project of free softwares copy left will protect the free software four 

freedoms legally to all the users. And the users believe that there are different reasons why its 

better to use copyleft.And it is ethical too. 
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1.5.1 CONTRACT-BASED LICENSES  

 

 

And almost free softwares are copyright and there are some limits on the 

requirementscan be imposed on the free softwares through copyright.If the copyright- based 

license accepts freedom in the ways described in the above, it is not likely to have some other 

type of problems that we never except in forward.some free software licenses are based on 

contracts, and contracts can impose a much larger range of time & possible restrictions on the 

free softwares . This shows us that, there are many possible ways license could be unlikely to 

accept that the softwares are nonfree. 

. 

 
1.6 GIT -VERSION CONTROL 

Version control systems are a category of software tools that help a software team manage 

changes to source code over the time. Version control software keeps track of Introduction 

each and every modification to the code in a special kind of database. If a mistake is made, 

developers can turn back the clock and compare earlier versions of the code to help fix the 

mistake with out making distrubtance to all team members. 

        For all product extends, the source code resembles the royal gems - a valuable resource 

whose esteem must be secured. For most programming groups, the source code is a vault of 

the significant information and comprehension about the issue space that the designers have 

gathered and refined through watchful exertion. Version control shields source code from both 

disaster and the easygoing corruption of human blunder and unintended outcomes 

Software developers working in teams are writing new source code and changing 

existing source code continously. The code for a project, app or software component is 

typically organized in a folder structure or "file tree". One developer on the team may be 

working on a new feature while another developer fixes an unrelated bug by changing code, 

each developer may make their changes in several parts of the file tree. 

Version control enables groups to take care of these sorts of issues, following each 

individual change by every patron and keeping simultaneous work from clashing. Changes 

made in one a player in the product can be contrary with those made by another designer 

working in the meantime. This issue ought to be found and tackled in a systematic way without 

obstructing crafted by whatever is left of the group. Further, in all product improvement, any 

change can present new bugs alone and new programming 
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Introduction 

 
can't be trusted until the point when it's tried. So testing and improvement continue together 

until the point when another version is prepared. 

 

 

1.6.1 GITLAB 

 

 

             Gitlab is a web-based repository manager providing issue-tracking, wiki, and 

ci/cd pipeline features using open-source license, developed by gitlab inc. The code was 

intially written in ruby ,with some parts later written in go language, intially as a source code 

management solution to collaborate on software development. It later evolved to an integrated 

solution covering the software development life cycle, and the whole devops life cycle. 

It follows an open core development model where the core functionality is released 

under an open source license while additional functionality is under proprietary license. 

    

 

1.7 LICENSES 

 

1.7.1 GNU General Public License (GPLv3) 

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of 

works. 

The licenses for most programming and other handy works are intended to remove your 

opportunity to share and change the works. On the other hand, the GNU General Public License 

is proposed to ensure your opportunity to share and change all variants of a program- - to ensure 

it stays free programming for every one of its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, utilize 

the GNU General Public License for the greater part of our software; it applies additionally to 

some other work discharged along these lines by its creators. You can apply it to your 

programs, as well. 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our Our General 

Public Licenses are intended to ensure that you have the opportunity to circulate duplicates of 

free software (and charge for them in the event that you wish), that you get source code or can 

get it in the event that you need it, that you can change the product or utilize bits of it in new 

free programs, and that you realize you can do these things. 

 

Introduction 

 
To ensure your rights, we have to keep others from denying you these rights or 
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requesting that you surrender the rights. Along these lines, you have certain duties in the event 

that you convey duplicates of the product, or on the off chance that you alter it, responsibilities 

to respect the freedom of others. 

For instance, on the off chance that you circulate duplicates of such a program, 

regardless of whether complimentary or for a charge, you should pass on to the beneficiaries 

similar opportunities that you got. You should ensure that they, as  well, get or can get the 

source code. What's more, you should demonstrate to them these terms so they know their 

rights. 

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: 

• Declare copyright on the software, and offer you this License giving you lawful 

consent to duplicate, disperse as well as change it. 

 
• For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no 

warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that 

modified versions be marked as changed, so their issues won't be credited wrongly to 

developers of past adaptations. 

A few systems are intended to deny clients access to introduce or run changed 

adaptations of the product inside them, despite the fact that the maker can do as such. This is 

in a general sense contrary with the point of ensuring users' opportunity to change the product. 

The methodical example of such maltreatment happens in the zone of items for people to 

utilize, which is unequivocally where it is generally unsatisfactory. Along these lines, we have 

structured this rendition of the GPL to deny the training for those items. In the event that such 

issues emerge considerably in different spaces, we stand prepared to stretch out this 

arrangement to those areas in future renditions of the GPL, as expected to secure the freedom 

of users. 

At long last, every program is compromised continually by programming licenses. 

States ought not enable licenses to confine improvement and utilization of programming 

Introduction 

 
on broadly useful PCs, yet in those that do, we wish to keep away from the exceptional 

peril that licenses connected to a free program could make it viably exclusive. To keep this, 

the GPL guarantees that licenses can't be utilized to render the program non free. 

 

1.7.2 GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL) 

 

        copying and distribute verbatim copies of this license document is allowed but 

changing it is prohibited. 
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This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License includes the terms and 

conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public License, supplemented by the additional 

permissions listed below. 

As used, “GNU GPL” refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License, and the 

“LPGL License ” refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser General Public License. “The Library” 

refers to a combined work governed by this License, other  than  an Application or . It is a 

Combined Work as mentioned below. 

An "application" is any work that make utilization of an interface given by the 

Library, yet which isn't generally founded on the Library. Characterizing a subclass of a class 

characterized by the Library is regarded a method of utilizing an interface given by the 

Library. 

A "combined Work" is a work created by consolidating or connecting an Application 

with the Library. The specific form of the Library with which the Combined Work was made 

is additionally called the "Linked Version". 

The “Minimal Corresponding Source” for a Combined Work implies the 

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, barring any source code for bits of the 

Combined Work that, considered in separation, depend on the Application, and not on the 

Linked Version. 

The “Corresponding Application Code” for a Combined Work implies the question 

code and additionally source code for the Application, including any information 

Introduction and utility projects required for repeating the Combined Work from the 

Application, yet barring the System Libraries of the Combined Work 
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                                        CHAPTER 2  

                    PRESENT  TICKETING SYSTEMS 

 1.ONLINE BUS TICKETING SYSTEM 

            

Numerous web based booking frameworks utilize an onetime code to recognize the detail, for 

example, course, date, time, bearing and traveler subtleties. A few frameworks hold this data in a 

database and it tends to be moved to a show while others utilize the onetime code to collaborate with 

a locally available ETM to approve the ticket. There is no framework equivalent to another and all 

utilization differing levels of security and confirmation conventions. What is clear is that the 

innovation is getting progressively advanced and by suggestion more client well disposed.           

1.1 How to book your Ticket in online 

 

• Enter your ideal flight and appearance goals on the booking structure situated on our landing            

page.  

• Select the date you wish to go on and return.  

• Click on "see accessible courses". ...  

• will see a choice of tickets on your screen with different courses and costs on them.  

Need to book online transport ticket at that point ticket goose is a simple method to book. Discover 

the transport, select the situate and pay through online your ticket will be reserved There are so 

many  online bus ticket booking portal, provides best bus services to all places with best offers. 

Book bus tickets in online to enjoy your trip. 

Online bus ticket booking in 3 easy steps – 

• Find bus, 

• Select seat and 

• Pay online. 

 

  

1.2 How does online bus ticket booking system work? 

 
           With the progression in innovation everything has changed their methods for working so 

ticket appointments. Presently everything is done online right from purchasing garments, 

adornments, gems, staple goods, train tickets, flight tickets and even transport tickets. Presently, the 

inquiry that will meander in your brain is that prepare and flight ticket appointments are fine yet 

why transport ticket booking. The appropriate response is straightforward and it is only equivalent 
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to prepare and flight booking. On the off chance that you need to realize further motivations to set 

your aims for booking transport tickets online at that point experience the beneath rundown of focal 

points which you get while doing on the web transport booking 

1.2.1 Open 24/7 for reservation 

                 This is the most significant motivation behind why you should book transport tickets on 

the web. You can book whenever from anyplace you wish to. You can likewise utilize your 

mybustickets offer code whenever for benefiting rebate on your transport booking. 

 

1.2.2 Commission Free 

At the point when you book tickets through a movement organization or a trip specialist then you 

need to pay some extra sum as commission expense yet on the off chance that you book online you 

get commission free reserving. 

1.2.3 Good customer service 

You can solicit any kind from inquiries to them and they will reply in the most ideal manners. They 

will likewise tell you about different bustickets offers so you can get limits on your transport 

booking  

1.2.4 Discount codes 

Web based shopping became famous due to this thing. You get loads of rebate and coupon codes 

which assist you with setting aside cash while transport booking. Check today for mybustickets offers 

and mybustickets coupons to spare more. 

1.2.5 Clear and simple process 

No shrouded catch or charges are there. It is easy to book on the web and you get a review of the 

whole procedure. 

1.2.6 Seat of your choice 

No shrouded catch or charges are there. It is easy to book on the web and you get a review of the 

whole procedure. 

 

 

 

2. RAILWAY RESERVATION SYSTEM 
1. Railroad RESERVATION SYSTEM ought to have the option to deal with all the booking 

related capacities.  

 

2. Each zone ought to have same functionalities. Each zone will stores the data about train name, 

train plans, accessibility.  

 

3. The executive ought to have the option to enter any change identified with the train data like 

change in train name, number and so forth.  
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4.The framework ought to have the option to save seat in a train for a traveler.  

 

5.First the agent will check for accessibility for the seats in a specific train on a predefined date 

of voyage. On the off chance that it is accessible the agent will save seats.  

 

6.The traveler will be given a one of a kind PNR no. The framework ought to have the option to 

drop a booking.  

 

7.The assistant will erase the passages in the framework.  

 

8.The traveler can check their booking status online by entering their PNR no.  

 

9.The framework will show his present status like affirmed, RAC or holding up list.  

 

10.They are likewise ready to see data identified with the train plans.  

 

11.The framework ought to have the option to print the report like it ought to have the option to 

create reservation diagram, train report, reservation ticket which will have train no and name, date 

of adventure, loading up station, goal station, individual name, age, [censored], absolute toll and 

an interesting PNR no.  

 

12The framework ought to have the option to print the retraction ticket which will have complete 

passage and the sum deducted. 

 

 

2.1 How does Indian Railway reservation system work 

 
As a matter of first importance anything that I am composing underneath depends on my 

involvement in Indian Railways Traveling and Ticketing involvement with past and am doing 

whatever it takes not to make or give any official explanation . I may have been somewhat off base 

in my contention.  

 

Indian Railways has enhanced ticketing/reservation in order to provide food pretty much every area 

of economy class in the nation. A train for the most part has a specific class 

coaches(1AC/2AC/3AC/Sleeper) which change in solace, offices and ticket costs .  

 

1 AC as a rule called first AC is the best mentor of train with exceptional washrooms and 

guardians.  

 

2 AC generally a 2-level AC Coach , which implies there will be 2 degrees of compartments on 

each side LB(lower) and UB (Upper)  

 

3 AC normally a 3-level AC Coach , which implies there will be 3 degrees of billets on each side of 

the compartment LB(lower) , MB(Middle Berth) and UB (Upper)  
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Sleeper non AC Coach  

 

going to the next piece of your worry , Confirmed/RAC/WL/.. speak to the status of your ticket . 

Each Ticket we purchase for going in a train conveys a present status of the ticket which can be 

turned upward on Welcome to Indian Railway Passenger reservation Enquiry site utilizing your pnr. 

This status is liable to differ until the Chart is Out which happens typically two or three hours 

before the flight of train  

 

Affirmed with Berth Number : you are a great idea to go simply proceed to sit on your seat like you 

sit in cinema line and seat number  

 

WL or Waitlist as its name proposes is a holding up ticket for example you are presently in line of 

individuals who are holding back to get their tickets affirmed which occurs when somebody drops 

his/her ticket and the que goes up as an ever increasing number of undoings occur.  

 

RAC is basically sort of a half/sitting/shared seat . you need to impart the billet to someone else 

who will be given the equivalent RAC status with that compartment number . by and large RAC 

implies you are top on the shortlist for a full situate and hold a half seat affirmed ticket for the time 

being. 

 

3. PROCESS OF BOOKING FLIGHT  

 
Purchasing airline tickets has been greatly simplified by the widespread use of online reservation 

services. Travelers can compare prices and routes on various airlines using online booking sites and 

make reservations with just a few mouse clicks. The most important skills that you will need are a 

small dose of Internet savvy and the organizational awareness to plan ahead for the best fares. 

Step: 1 

Solidify your travel dates. Oftentimes, advance booking will ensure that you will get to choose from 

a variety of routes and the most affordable fares. 

Step: 2 

Start checking up on fares early. Regardless of whether you possibly have a general thought of 

when the air travel will occur it is a smart thought to begin looking. On the off chance that you plan 

on flying during a significant break period, for example, Christmas or New Year, the nearness of your 

https://www.wikihow.com/Buy-Airline-Tickets
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movement date to the frenzied, substantial traffic days can influence your odds of being knock, failing 

to catch a plane or simply having an upsetting travel understanding. Book early ! 

Step: 3 

Check reliable travel websites. Most travel locales work along these lines. They will incite you to 

enter a goal and a particular date of movement. A rundown will be produced demonstrating results 

over various aircrafts. The outcomes can generally be sorted out by cost. Cost might be influenced 

by various factors including the quantity of stops made, the goal or takeoff air terminal and the 

nearness to the date of movement. 

Step: 4 

Another option is to contact an airline directly. In the event that you have an aircraft that you 

lean toward you can book tickets online in much a similar way as on any of these movement sites. 

The disservice of this technique is that you won't have the option to think about costs or courses 

crosswise over various aircrafts. 

Step: 5 

The booking itself will require a valid credit card and you will be prompted to enter the credit 

card number and expiration date in the payment section. You will likewise be requested 

relevant individual data, for example, a complete name, address and perhaps, an identification 

number for global travel. Ensure you make sure to bring the charge card used to pay for your 

booking to the air terminal with you! You might be approached to deliver the charge card if the 

booking is hopeless or to demonstrate personality. 

Step: 6 

You will in all probability be inquired as to whether you'd like an email affirmation to be sent 

to you. Decide to create this email affirmation since it will prove to be useful should you have to 

reference the subtleties of your booking. Likewise, an email affirmation can be printed and utilized 

at air terminal self-administration stands for registration. This progression will spare you the time 

and bothering of remaining in long lines. 

 

3.2 How To develop an airline reservation system 

 

You should expend outsider APIs offered by significant GDS like Saber.  
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The evaluating structure for any driving GDS APIs includes a common permit charge, a help 

expense and an exchange based (or per-demand) estimating framework. You can connect with 

their business group to get nitty gritty valuing data.  

 

I work for Saber so I can share insights regarding Saber APIs. There are in excess of 100 APIs that 

you can devour after a substantial permit to perform capacities like  

 

• presenting the most complete low-admission travel alternatives  

 

• configuring and redoing adaptable choices for clients  

 

• accommodating touring plan adaptability with cutting edge schedule shopping and exchange 

city abilities  

 

One thing to recollect is that your office need to have IATA participation to give tickets.3.3   

 

How to build a flight ticket booking website 

 
You'd need a GDS contract, an agreement with ITA by Google to give you organized flight 

postings, and you'd have to assemble the site and interface it with a protected charge card processor.  

It is extremely unlikely you could construct a GDS yourself, well, you could, however no one 

would utilize it (aircrafts would not be required to list their stock with you).  

On the off chance that you ran mechanized slithering of aircraft sites you would have your IP tends 

to hindered by them inside hours. You HAVE to get your calendars from ITA (you can on the other 

hand get them straight out of the GDS and afterward construct your own calculation to organize 

them and arrange them, each organization has made sense of it's less expensive to pay ITA to do 

that).  

Expedia and other OTA's don't creep aircraft sites. They get calendars and tolls from ITA and their 

GDSes and afterward book the tickets through a GDS or in some uncommon cases, on an 

immediate feed from the carrier's host condition (not their site, they interface straightforwardly with 

the aircraft's reservations backend). 
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                                                          CHAPTER 3 

     

                                      METHODOLOGY 
 

 

               After that when we going to decide to work on this projects. Then follow the 

software development life cycle model(SDLC). In the we choose one of the successful model named 

as the agile model. 

 

 

A typical Software Development Life Cycle consists of the following stages 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stage 1: Planning and Requirement Analysis 

 
Essential examination is the most critical and urgent stage in SDLC. It is performed by the 

senior people from the gathering with commitments from the customer, the business division, 

promote diagrams and space experts in the business. This information is then used to plan the 

crucial endeavor approach and to coordinate thing believability study in the reasonable, 
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operational and specific regions.  

 

Making courses of action for the quality affirmation necessities and conspicuous evidence of the 

perils related with the assignment is moreover done in the masterminding stage. The aftereffect of 

the specific credibility study is to portray the distinctive particular philosophies that can be sought 

after to realize the assignment successfully with least threats. 

 

Stage 2: Defining Requirements 

When the prerequisite investigation is done the subsequent stage is to unmistakably characterize 

and report the item necessities and get them endorsed from the client or the market examiners. This 

is done through a SRS (Software Requirement Specification) archive which comprises of all the 

item necessities to be structured and created during the task life cycle. 

 

Stage 3: Designing the Product Architecture 

SRS is the reference for item designers to turn out with the best engineering for the item to be 

created. In light of the prerequisites indicated in SRS, generally more than one structure 

approach for the item engineering is proposed and archived in a DDS - Design Document 

Specification.  

 

This DDS is looked into by all the significant partners and dependent on different parameters as 

hazard appraisal, item heartiness, structure seclusion, spending plan and time imperatives, the 

best structure approach is chosen for the item.  

 

       structure approach unmistakably characterizes all the building modules of the item alongside its       

correspondence and information stream portrayal with the outside and outsider modules (assuming 

any). The inner structure of the considerable number of modules of the proposed engineering ought 

to be obviously characterized with the minutest of the subtleties in DDS. 

 

Stage 4: Building or Developing the Product 

SRS is the reference for item engineers to turn out with the best design for the item to be created. In 

view of the necessities determined in SRS, typically more than one structure approach for the item 

engineering is proposed and recorded in a DDS - Design Document Specification.  
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This DDS is explored by all the significant partners and dependent on different In this phase of 

SDLC the genuine improvement begins and the item is constructed. The programming code is 

created according to DDS during this stage. On the off chance that the plan is performed in a definite 

and sorted out way, code age can be practiced absent a lot of issue.  

 

Designers must pursue the coding rules characterized by their association and programming 

instruments like compilers, mediators, debuggers, and so on are utilized to create the code. Diverse 

significant level programming dialects, for example, C, C++, Pascal, Java and PHP are utilized for 

coding. The programming language is picked regarding the kind of programming being created. 

Stage 5: Testing the Product 

This stage is normally a subset of the considerable number of stages as in the cutting edge SDLC 

models, the testing exercises are for the most part associated with every one of the phases of SDLC. 

In any case, this stage alludes to the testing just phase of the item where item surrenders are 

accounted for, followed, fixed and retested, until the item arrives at the quality principles 

characterized in the SRS. 

Stage 6: Deployment in the Market and Maintenance 

When the item is tried and fit to be conveyed it is discharged officially in the fitting business sector. 

Here and there item arrangement occurs in stages according to the business methodology of that 

association. The item may initially be discharged in a constrained fragment and tried in the genuine 

business condition (UAT-User acknowledgment testing).  

 

At that point dependent on the input, the item might be discharged all things considered or with 

proposed improvements in the focusing on advertise fragment. After the item is discharged in the 

market, its upkeep is accomplished for the current client base. 

 

SDLC Models 

There are different programming improvement life cycle models characterized and planned 

which are pursued during the product advancement process. These models are additionally 

alluded as Software Development Process Models". Each procedure model pursues a Series of 

steps special to its sort to guarantee achievement during the time spent programming 

advancement.  
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Following are the most significant and mainstream SDLC models followed in the business 

• Waterfall Model 

• Iterative Model 

• Spiral Model 

• V-Model 

• Big Bang Model 

Other related techniques are Agile Model, RAD Model, Rapid Application Development and 

Prototyping Models. In the accompanying models we pursue the one of the fruitful model Agile 

Model.  

 Deft SDLC model is a mix of iterative and gradual procedure models with center around 

process flexibility and consumer loyalty by fast conveyance of working programming item. 

Lithe Methods break the item into little gradual forms. These fabricates are given in emphasess. 

Every emphasis ordinarily keeps going from around one to three weeks. Each emphasis includes 

cross utilitarian groups working all the while on different zones likePlanning 

• Requirements Analysis 

• Design 

• Coding 

• Unit Testing and 

• Acceptance Testing. 

At the end of the iteration, a working product is displayed to the customer and important 

stakeholders. 

 

 What is Agile? 

Coordinated model accepts that each venture should be taken care of contrastingly and the current 

strategies should be custom-made to best suit the undertaking necessities. In Agile, the errands are 

separated to time boxes (little league outlines) to convey explicit highlights for a discharge.  

Iterative methodology is taken and working programming fabricate is conveyed after every cycle. 

Each form is steady as far as highlights; the last form holds every one of the highlights required by 

the client. 

Here is a graphical illustration of the Agile Model  
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The Agile thought process had started early in the software development and started becoming 

popular with time due to its flexibility and adaptability. 

The most popular Agile methods include Rational Unified Process (1994), Scrum (1995), Crystal 

Clear, Extreme Programming (1996), Adaptive Software Development, Feature Driven 

Development, and Dynamic Systems Development Method (DSDM) (1995). These are now 

collectively referred to as Agile Methodologies, after the Agile Manifesto was published in 2001. 

Following are the Agile Manifesto principles – 

• Individuals and interactions − In Agile development, self-organization and motivation are 

important, as are interactions like co-location and pair programming. 

• Working software − Demo working software is considered the best means of 

communication with the customers to understand their requirements, instead of just 

depending on documentation. 

• Customer collaboration − As the requirements cannot be gathered completely in the 

beginning of the project due to various factors, continuous customer interaction is very 

important to get proper product requirements. 

• Responding to change − Agile Development is focused on quick responses to change and 

continuous development. 
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 Agile Vs Traditional SDLC Models 

Coordinated depends on the versatile programming advancement techniques, though the 

conventional SDLC models like the cascade model depends on a prescient methodology. Prescient 

groups in the conventional SDLC models for the most part work with nitty gritty arranging and have 

a total conjecture of the definite assignments and highlights to be conveyed in the following barely 

any months or during the item life cycle.  

Prescient strategies altogether rely upon the necessity examination and arranging done in the start of 

cycle. Any progressions to be joined experience a severe change control the board and prioritization.  

Coordinated uses a versatile methodology where there is no nitty gritty arranging and there is lucidity 

on future errands just in regard of what highlights should be created. There is include driven 

advancement and the group adjusts to the changing item necessities powerfully. The item is tried 

every now and again, through the discharge emphasess, limiting the danger of any significant 

disappointments in future.  

Client Interaction is the foundation of this Agile approach, and open correspondence with least 

documentation are the run of the mill highlights of Agile improvement condition. The dexterous 

groups work in close coordinated effort with one another and are frequently situated in the equivalent 

topographical area. 

 

Agile Model - Pros and Cons 

Dexterous strategies are as a rule generally acknowledged in the product world as of late. In any case, 

this strategy may not generally be appropriate for all items. Here are a few advantages and 

disadvantages of the Agile model.  

The upsides of the Agile Model are as per the following −  

• Is a reasonable way to deal with programming advancement.  

• Promotes collaboration and broadly educating.  

• Functionality can be grown quickly and illustrated.  

• Resource necessities are least.  
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• Suitable for fixed or changing necessities  

• Delivers early fractional working arrangements.  

• Good model for situations that change relentlessly.  

• Minimal rules, documentation effectively utilized.  

• Enables simultaneous improvement and conveyance inside a general arranged setting.  

• Little or no arranging required.  

• Easy to oversee.  

• Gives adaptability to engineers.  

The weaknesses of the Agile Model are as per the following −  

• Not appropriate for dealing with complex conditions.  

• More danger of manageability, practicality and extensibility.  

• An generally speaking arrangement, a coordinated pioneer and lithe PM practice is an 

unquestionable requirement without which it won't work.  

• Strict conveyance the executives directs the degree, usefulness to be conveyed, and 

acclimations to comply with the time constraints.  

• Depends intensely on client association, so if client isn't clear, group can be driven off course.  

• There is a high individual reliance, since there is least documentation created.  

• Transfer of innovation to new colleagues might be very testing because of absence of 

documentation 
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                                                        CHAPTER 4 

                         ABOUT PROJECT AND RESULTS 

          
                               The Main Objective of this project is to solve the ticketing and seating 

arrangement problem of passengers in city bus. We have to provide the ticketing system which 

contains the seat number along that  destination of the passenger who enters the bus. We had to save 

that all the data of the passenger and compare the destinations of passenger.  Then the remaining seats 

allotted to the people who first gets  the bus. The allotment to the passengers in the order that who 

enters the bus first will get the seat first. In this way we have to allot seats to each and every passenger 

depending on the starting and dropping points of their journey. 

              In case if all seats are completely occupied then newly enter passenger will get the 

Seat  by comparing the destination of the all passengers. In that shortest destination passenger seat is 

assigned the newly  entered passenger at particular destination. To complete the application the 

following technology are used. 

 

In present ticketing system they are providing only the present, destination addresses and cost of the 

ticket but they are not giving any seat number on the tickets. 

 

In order to sort out this problem we want to automate the process of allotting seats to every passenger, 

we are including the seat number along with the present, destination addresses. In case, if the number 

of passengers are lesser than the number of seats then we can directly assign the empty seat to the 

passenger. 

 

 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE APPLICATION 

We can split application into 3 layers. They are: 

In that both the web browser and database server are external pieces of software which are totally 

independent of the application, but the application must contain code to handle the communication 

with these external objects. 
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• The application receives requests from and sends responses to the web browser using HTML 

documents, and it is the code which deals with these requests and responses which can be 

separated out from the business logic. 

• The application sends requests to the database server by generating SQL queries and receiving 

responses to those queries, and it is the code which deals with these requests and responses which 

can be separated out from the business logic. 

You cannot just take the source code for an application, chop it into parts and call each part a layer. 

You have to identify specific areas of responsibility, then identify the code which performs within 

each of those areas. 

 As I said previously, there are 3 areas, and those 3 are: 

1. Presentation logic – (HTML, CSS AND JS) 

the user interface (UI) which displays data to the user and accepts input from the user. In a web 

application this is the part which receives the HTTP request and returns the HTML response. 

2. Business logic – (PHP) 

handles data validation, business rules and task-specific behavior. 

3. Data Access logic – (MySQL) 

communicates with the database by constructing SQL queries and executing them via the 

relevant API. 

 

The 3-Tier Architecture 

 

This is where the code for each area of responsibility can be cleanly split away from the others, 

as shown in figure 
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WE  USE XAMPP  TO RUN OUR PROJECT IN LOCAL HOST 

 
XAMPP allows you to work on a local server and test a local copies of websites using PHP code 

and MySQL databases. Once XAMPP is active, you can access your local copy with a browser 

using an URL like 

http://localhost/  or  http://127.0.0.1/ 

We are currently using it regularly (under Ubuntu) to work on different websites locally, especially 

some which do not have an interface tool to edit pages online. So I do the editing locally, then I 

transfer the files by ftp, and when I use a MySQL database, I can transfer data back and forth using 

phpMyAdmin (which is of course available in XAMPP). 

XAMPP contains all the tools in one package to do this. 

Any HTML page with CSS (and java script) can be edited and viewed in any browser without any 

special tool. You just open a file with your browser to view it and use any editor to edit your HTML 

file. 

But as soon as you use PHP and MySQL (which work from the server side), you need a tool like 

XAMPP to work locally. 

WORKING  

               After that running in the local host (http://127.0.0.1/ ) we can get the front panel which is 

shown in the below 

 

http://localhost/
http://127.0.0.1/
http://127.0.0.1/
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          In our project we have taken only 5 stops between the two cities . As per the easy understanding 

for every stop we have assigned a particular number. They are  

1 .Vijayawada 

2 .Tadepalli  

3 .Pathurru 

4 .Mangalagiri 

5 .Guntur 

           

                In that below we have created the two text boxes named as Present location and 

Destination. If we enter the data in the number form as already mentioned. 

               After enter the data then me click on the print ticket. Then we can get the ticket which 

contain the following details like  

1. Present location 

2. Destination 

3. No of seats available 

4. Sorry - if seats are filled 
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The orientation of the ticket will be in the following form if seats are avaliable 

                                            

 

The orientation of the ticket will be in the following form if all seats are filled 

 

                            

 

DATABASE 

                 In 3 tier architecture of our project the backend is database which is  written in MySQL 

which contain all the ticket details of the passenger. In that database we created 5 tables named as   

1.Assign Seat 

2. Deleting 

3.Destination 

4.Greater 

5.Temp Table 
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Tables in Database 

 

 

 

FUNCTIONALITY OF TABLES 

 

1.Assign Seat 

           The passengers in the seats who gets out of the bus at their destination in the random order. 

The assign seat table collect all the details of empty seats and It can assign the seats to newly entered 

passengers in that particular empty seats.  

2.Destination 

          After click the print tickets the details of the occupied seats will be entered to the Destination 

table. We can enter the data up to all seats are getting filled. So that we set size of the table is 41. 

After filled all the seats we cant enter the new passengers to the table. We can able to enter passengers 

only after the deletion of the some existing passengers. 

 3.Deleting 

         It can contain only the seat numbers of the passengers. Instead  of contain all the other details. 

4.Greater 

         In that it contain all the other details of the passengers along with the seat number of the 

passenger. 

5.Temp Table 

        Temp table is used to stored all the passengers data. Once passenger is enter to bus it will save 

that data. We cant able to modify the any data in this table. 
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PHP 

    We execute the business rationale in PHP. It is a server side scripting language. that is utilized to 

create Static sites or Dynamic sites or Web applications. PHP represents Hypertext Pre-processor, 

that prior represented Personal Home Pages.  

PHP contents must be translated on a server that has PHP introduced.  

The customer PCs getting to the PHP contents require an internet browser in particular.  

A PHP record contains PHP labels and finishes with the augmentation ".php". 

Common uses of PHP 

• PHP can deal with structures, for example accumulate information from records, spare 

information to a document, through email you can send information, return information to the client.  

• You include, erase, adjust components inside your database through PHP.  

• Access treats factors and set treats.  

• Using PHP, you can limit clients to get to certain pages of your site.  

• It can encode information. 

Five important characteristics make PHP's practical nature possible − 

Simplicity 

Efficiency 

Security 

Flexibility 

Familiarity 
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                                                           CHAPTER 5 

                                           TECH STACK 

             LAMPP : The LAMPP stack is traditionally used for creating an environment for running 

PHP applications. The stack is made up of the following technologies: Linux (the environments OS), 

Apache (the HTTP server), MySQL (the database), and PHP (the server-side programming 

language). 

               

                     

 

Installation of LAMPP 

How to Install LAMPP( Linux(L),Apache (A), MySQL (M), PHP (P) and Perl (P)) 

 

 

1.Download LAMPP-Server using this command 

 

  $sudo apt-get install lamp-server^ 

 

2.Goto https://www.apachefriends.org/download.html and download the version of LAMPP 

software that you want for Linux (Ubuntu). 

 

3.Open your Terminal and locate the file (by default it downloads into the Downloads folder) 

 

    cd Downloads 

 

4.Execute this command 

 

    sudo chmod +x xampp-linux-x64-7.1.7-0-installer.run 

 

    Note : The version of XAMPP you'll download might be different, so change the version in this           

command accordingly. 

 

    You'll be asked for your system's password 
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5.Now go into SuperUser mode 

 

    sudo su 

 

6.Run the installer, but don't close the Terminal. 

 

    ./xampp-linux-x64-7.1.7-0-installer.run 

 

    Note: Again change the version for executing this command. 

 

    A dialog box will open, if you get an error, ignore it. In the dialog box, click next(for each step) 

and move through the process of installation. Once LAMPP is installed, click finish. 

 

7.Go back to your Terminal and change the directory 

 

    cd /opt/lampp 

 

8.To set a password, type 

 

    ./lampp security 

 

    Press y(Enter) and enter a new password and re-enter this password again to confirm 

 

9.Start XAMPP 

 

    ./xampp start 

 

10.Type exit(Enter) to exit the SuperUser 

 

11.To start LAMPP, execute this command 

 

    sudo /opt/lampp/lampp start 

 

12.To stop LAMPP, execute this command 

 

    sudo /opt/lampp/lampp stop 

     

How to uninstall the LAMPP 
 

1.It is also important to learn how to completely uninstall and remove LAMPP from your Ubuntu           

system if you ever need to do so. Open your Ubuntu Terminal and move to the directory where 

LAMPP is installed. That is: 

     cd /opt/lampp  

2.The next step is to run the uninstall program you will find in the Lampp folder through the following   

command: 

     sudo ./uninstall 

 

3.Click Yes to proceed with the uninstall process. 
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